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Několik politiků Deep State a členů administrativy zločineckého

režimu se tak bojí zatčení americkou armádou, že ovládají Sheeple z

dálky a v některých případech i ze zemí mimo Spojené státy, řekl

White Hats Real Raw News.
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Například: White Hat oddíl americké armády načrtl plány na zatčení

zkorumpovaného generálního prokurátora režimu, Merricka

Garlanda, okamžitě poté, co FBI zahájila bezostyšnou, nezákonnou

razii na dům prezidenta Donalda J. Trumpa v Mar-a-Lago, který

obsadil několik hodin se probíral ložnicí svého nejmladšího syna a

šatníkem své ženy. Ale Garlanda se nepodařilo najít, navzdory

rozsáhlé tajné operaci s cílem zjistit místo jeho pobytu. Nebyl ve

Washingtonu ani na adrese svého Chevy Chase v Marylandu. Armáda

tajně sledovala jeho dva prázdninové domy, jeden v Delaware a jeden

na Rhode Islandu, ale našla je prázdné. Světla v domech se večer na

dálku rozsvítila, aby to vypadalo, že domy jsou obsazené, a sousedé

vybírali poštu z Garlandových schránek. Asi o týden později,

Garland po nájezdu podivně mlčel. Jeho první veřejné prohlášení,

dvouminutové shrnutí, přišlo o pět dní později. Krátké lisování se

konalo na zvukové scéně v Ottawě, doplněné o CGI press pool. White

Hats věří, že Garland je pod ochranou kanadského premiéra Justina

Trudeaua, a je pravděpodobně přehazován mezi rezidencemi pro

případ, že by překročili hranici, aby ho chytili.

"Víme, že tam je, jen ne přesně kde," řekl RRN zdroj z kanceláře

generála Davida H. Bergera. "Samozřejmě nechceme mezinárodní

incident a máme důvod se domnívat, že podnikl krátké, velmi krátké

výlety tam a zpět." Je to jen otázka času.“

Když se ho zeptali, jaké důkazy mají White Hats na Garlandovi,

dodal: „Hory. Je vinen z velezrady."

A Garland není jediným úředníkem, který hledal útočiště na cizí

půdě.

Tentýž zdroj uvedl, že armáda marně pátrala po Bidenově psovodovi

a ministru zahraničí Antony Blinkenovi, který navzdory zdání opaku

ovládá ministerstvo zahraničí z bezpečného útočiště někde ve

východní Evropě. Armáda ho v červnu málem zatkla, ale Blinken měl

prostředky, aby unikl zajetí a utekl ze země.
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„Jsme si téměř jisti, že [Blinken] nevkročil do USA od června. Víme

jako fakt, že zůstal v Srbsku a Chorvatsku a pravděpodobně je stále v

této blízkosti. Mohl by žít na Ukrajině. Tito lidé jsou zlí, hanební, ale

ne hloupí. Mají neomezené zdroje, tedy hotovost, na úplatky nebo

vydírání své cesty do bezpečí. Během Bushových let měla armáda

balíček karet s obličejovými kartami teroristů, které chtěli zabít nebo

chytit. No, máme svůj vlastní balíček a Blinken je naše Piková dáma,

což znamená, že patří mezi tři nejlepší Bidenovy handlery.“

Odmítl jmenovat krále a pikové eso, protože, jak řekl, možná nevědí,

že je armáda aktivně loví.

"Pokud si myslíme, že máme výhodu, musíme s tím zacházet jako s

absolutní jistotou," řekl na závěr.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep State.

Naposledy soudce a porota Deep State rozhodly, že Alex Jones musí

zaplatit téměř 1 miliardu dolarů. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu

čtenářů, aby přežily a prosperovaly. Děkuji těm, kteří pomohli.

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.

(Navštíveno 92 038krát, dnes 705 návštěv)

 

The matter at hand is for the people to act upon. When we employers

take the lead we were given at birth the current situation/insanity in

DC will turn around completely.

The ‘hammers’ involved in the pelosi affair:

 
Do a search for lovehamma, or add the com suffix & get the site.
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Doll, the Pelosi’s have never, ever, been truthful about anything at

all. They are illegal drug distributors. The death penalty is coming for

people like them. Trust me, they fled to their NZ house to avoid

extradition. All other nations refused them sanctuary.

Here is an easer way to Find my work

 
High light the next line and copy in search engine

creator:”Robert Gregory Boensch”

 
and them open up the links that start with this.

 
Archive.org

 
Remember We Are All in This together

Short and Simple

 
You can look Share and Download.

 
Easy on your Eyes and time.

but you are a little verbose. That’s just my opinion; I am terse.

Thanks.

 
Every one you can copy and past and make the words as

small as you like.

terse.

 
verbose

Like burger king.

 
Have it your Way.

Another place to hide is the incinerator … former Gov. Cuomo was an

expert on the topic!

Ok I will only put one commit per Blog

 
Unless you ask for More.

Here It Is.

The Safest Place For Them To Hide.

 
Starts With A Trip Through A Wood Chipper.
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If you Want More Great Intel with real law data

Just Ask

   Patryot6295

 
7 hours ago 

 
Michael Baxter I feel Robert Gregory Boensch should have his own

page. His answers are too long. Is he trying to talk over you? Ridibg

on your coat tails?

Here is a legitimate Question.

 
And I am very conscious of this.

I am not Trying to Talk over any one..

For all of you Gather here

 
Please Vote If you Want to see My Name Again as a poster on this

Blog.

Respond if any of the things Were of Use in your Life.

 
and the thing that were just Noise.

I will TRY to reframe from doing any more posts.

 
and will check back to this page and see If I have enough Value in my

Messages that you would like for me.

 
To continual Sharing My Knowledge And Life’s Journey

 
With You.

WE are in A War.

 
Can you fight this on your Own.

Your Response is Waiting

+++

 
Robert Gregory Boensch

I wouldn’t tell anyone whether or not he should comment, but you

are a little verbose. That’s just my opinion; I am terse.
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“Deep Staters Fleeing U.S. for Fear of Military Arrest” Huh???? What

happened to all those “powerful friends”? Ooops…. maybe

“powerless friends” instead?

Deepstaters are fleeing the U.S….hmmm….why the hell are the

borders, every one, not secured? Elementary is it not? What the hell

is going on? Really? Are we to understand that these

pedophiles/pedovoirs/predators are allowed to just get the hell out?

To kill and pillage some more?….wtf?

Yep, it’s only a matter of time and then they hang for treason. They

can run but they can’t hide. We will get them all.

Evidently all they have to do is walk across the Canadian boarder and

they can retire.

 
Our military just said in this article that they don’t want to start an

international incident.

Then they are all just a bunch of wimps aren’t they? Using excuses to

sit on their thumbs and do nothing. This IS international. An

imbecile can see that. Globalists are taking over and they don’t want

to get international??? Ha!!!! Who gives them their mission

statement? What is their I.Q.??Enquiring minds want to know.

I guess the question would have been better put like this: Who is our

military working for? Who do they answer to at the very top? I

should not have been so harsh in my words I don’t think….it would

have been just better to ask the question. The burning question.

Israel welcomes pedophiles with open arms. Not only does the

Talmud consider pedophilia, homosexuality, incest, beastiality, sex

with demons kosher. It is an essential element for their sex magic

rituals.

I was disturbed by that “international incident “ comment as well.

 
@military

 
You wouldn’t be starting an international incident, you’d be ENDING
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it!!

They ARE running and they ARE hiding. They can lock down the

country during covid but they can’t lock down the country to catch

the dirty rotten scum. And misery marches on.

That’s precisely why Israel was created in 1948 – a “safe haven” for

the mobsters when “the heat” gets turned up.

Yes, the God hating atheistic israeli state in occupied Palestine,

created by the God-hating United Nations, not created by GOD

Himself.

God CREATED and CHOSE Israel. They will be protected under the

Abrahamic covenant. Scriptures say that those that BLESS Israel,

God will bless. Those that CURSE Israel, God will curse! That DOES

NOT MEAN that God will NOT deal with those who break the

covenant. Many of them have NOT accepted the Messiah (Christ)

and will still be judged, therefore, under the law, which NO ONE but

Christ has been able to keep perfectly. Even though Israel was the

apple of his eye, that doesn’t mean that God will NOT deal harshly

with them if discipline is necessary.

Until they accept Jesus Christ as the son of God, they won’t see the

face of God.

 
Jews don’t believe in Jesus Christ

Messianic ones do,

 
by definition.

They are not liked and accepted

 
by many Israelis.

 
Outcasts.

The phrase Judaeo-Christian is a bunch of bullshit. Most Jews are

taught to hate Christ, and that Christ boils in a pool of excrement in

Hell. Jews are actually devil-worshipers. The Bible calls them the

Synagogue of Satan for good reason.
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That’s Luciferian doctrine you’re talking about, that’s illuminism.

That’s the highest level of witchcraft,. Not all Jews are averse to

receiving the Good News and receiving their Messiah who is come in

the flesh. Many Jews every day are accepting Christ, it’s not an

impossibility. It’s a real fact.

There is some event historically that the Jerusalem that they speak of

and also the Hebrew ancestry is in Russia. This is a historical thing

having g to do with war and the Khazarian mafia.

Let’s just say then then that Israel was taken over by evil Ashkenazi

Jews that were not related to the original Israelites or the Hebrew

tribes. The Ashkenazi Jews were from Eastern Europe and were

basically the same cloth as the Khazariaians and the Khazarian

mafia. Because of their phony Jewishness, they secretly worship Ba’al

and claim falsely that they are the chosen ones and that everyone else

are Goyim, or equal to animals. In comparison, the Palestianians are

much more closely related to the DNA of the original Israelites.

Modern Israel is the enemy of mankind, especially because of

Zionism, and their manipulation of governments.

These Khazarians are not even Russian in origin; they come from all

the way back in Sumer, then travelled to Babylon, where the anti-

Jewish, anti-Israeli, anti-God, anti-humanity, pro-Baal and anti-

Torah persecution took place during their occupation.. then they

traveled to Russia where they were told to convert and stop their

heinous human sacrifice practices and murder and identity theft.

they converted but refused to follow the ways of the Master, and they

were kicked out,. They have never ever forgive Russia for that, and

they have been usurping powers, infiltrating banks and governments

and every profession known to man to take over the world while

being owned by the Jesuits to ring in the Antichrist for the new world

order. These false Jews are the ones belonging to the synagogue of

Satan Jesus speaks of in Revelation. He HATES their ways.

 
I love the Jewish people God created and will never hate Jewish

people knowing God created the Jewish Nation, knowing that Jesus
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Himself was a Jew. God specifically says in Genesis 12:3 He will bless

those who bless Israel and curse those who curse Israel. I hate what

the evil and depraved and Putin-hating and child-hating and Russia-

hating Khazarians like Soros and Schwab and the Rothschilds have

done to betray the world and betray the Jewish people, and what

their non-Jewish puppets and Russia-hating, Putin-hating lackeys

like Hillary and Obama and Prince Charles (Lizzie’s own son),

NoName have done to the world; but I do not hate Jewish believers

who do NOT do these things and who truly follow the ways of the

Lord.

Judah conquered Edom,

 
and were commanded to whack out all the Edomites,

 
including women and children.

 
Edomites were the offspring of Cain,

 
the serpent seed.

Judah decided instead to absorb the Edomites

 
into Judah, and forced circumcision on the Edomites,

 
like that was going to do any good.

This was a disaster.

The Edomite Jews corrupted the temple.

 
During the Babylonian captivity they

 
absorbed the Babylonian pagan religion,

 
now known as Talmud.

The modern day Khazars are closely related

 
to the Turks, who are believed to be the Edomites

 
of the Old Testament.

The modern Israelis appear to be the Khazar

 
Edomites. Not the original Hebrews.
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God chose the LAND, not the people He scattered to the winds.

Until they accept Jesus Christ as the son of God, they are not going to

see the face of God.

Wrong. God chose His people the Jews (as well as the land they

possessed), and they were (and still are) identified as His people

through the sacrament of circumcision, as found in the OT in Genesis

17, Leviticus 12:3, Exodus 4:25, Joshu 5:3. Jesus Himself identified

as a Jew because His physical parents Mary and Joseph brought Him

in for His bris at eight days old in Luke 2:21. God’s Word in the OT

doesn’t get sent to the trash heap just because the world now has a

Saviour. History teaches us what is what.

Where do you ignorant people come from? Israel is not a G-D hating

atheist State “occupied Palestine.” It was given to Abraham, Isaac

and Jacob. Was made an Israeli Nation by HIM. You profess to

believe in G-D and are supposedly a “Christian” then you should

know Biblically Sound Historical Scriptural History. Go read your

Bible starting in the book of Genesis it tells you everything about the

beginning of Our History and who gets what lands and borders so

that you are not ignorant, stupid or dumb.

You do know Constantine and the Roman Vatican Church removed

much of the original Bible too right???? There were more than 66

books. Infact some king aes versions have 80 to this day. These

Satanic forces have been long at work to divide God’s people for as

long as the book of Genesis.

I’m sorry but don’t attack the word of God, God said heaven and

earth will pass away but my word will never pass away, He

supernaturally protects His word, it’s his essence. And the word was

with God and the word was God. It was proven when the dead dead

scrolls were discovered and verbatim the word of God has not

changed in thousands of years. Praise God.!
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Many of those “words of God” were written by humans, with the

motives to capture and control people. Just because they say it is

God’s word doesn’t mean that it’s the truth.

And that doesn’t also mean that it was written with human hands but

the inspiration was by the Author Himself, God’s own Holy Spirit.

Try messing with that and see how far that will take you.

Until they accept Jesus Christ as the son of God, they are

disrespecting God, dash or no dash.

I read somewhere the word Israel is the new name of Jacob, one of

the Jewish patriarchs; Israel means “a prince with God.” So the word

Israel is beautiful name, and the children of Israel inherited that

name, which is why they were and still are called Israelites.

I would be VERY CAREFUL about messing with the DECLARED

apple of God’s eye. If you want to arrest deep state individuals and

traitors that may be there, that is ONE THING, but thinking that you

will attack Israel period–I would back THAT one up! You will bring a

curse on yourself!

In the end Linda, I think you’ll be surprised when you find out the

hard truth and will want to take your statement back. Mark my

words…

Israel was created as a place for the ones the Nazis didn’t catch could

go and rebuild.

The irony to your statement is that the Rothschild’s were

instrumental in bringing the state of Israel about as a country.

I’m guessing “that you believe Israel, and Jerusalem are sanctuary

cities for criminals?”

It’s the closest place that you can get – to God – To Jesus. To your

own – self. I don’t wanna go there. I don’t wanna be anywhere – near

 
myself.
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It’s God s promised land to the Hebrews descendents of Abrahaim

Isaac and Jacob, the land flowing with milk and honey the promised

land. Bc of Gods love for Abraham and his faith towards God. It did

not start after The Hitler nazis. No way.

The sand niggers occupied much of Israel and the Jews needed a

True Flag event (gas chambers, SS, Gestapo, ovens) in order for

obtaining world support for a Jewish state.

Sorta what x22 says about Zhou Biden: The people had to WAKE UP

and this could only be done through seeing Biden’s deep state

tyranny and world corruption.

But most people believe Biden is a senile old fool being controlled by

others, so they don’t blame him. They won’t wake up because of their

sympathy for Biden.

It’s much deeper than that. Hitler was working with the Rothschilds

to start WWII for the City of London Central Banks to make money

from both sides of the War. Hitler was related to the Rothschild’s.

Hitler faked his death, along with Eva Braun. They escaped to South

America, and produced at least three kids, whom we know of today

as Angela Merkel, Theresa May, and Obama’s biological mother, Ann

Dunham, Barack Obama is Hitler’s Grandson. It’s one big Khazarian

Mafia/Nazi plot to take over and rule the World. It was a

combination of Khazarian mafia fake-Jews, Nazi’s, the Vatican, and

the England Royal family and traitors in every country. Israel gives

the Khazarian Mafia a middle-east foothold to eventually take over

the entire middle-east including Saudi Arabia. Benjamin Netanyahu

is a very high ranking member of the Khazarian mafia. The entire

Israeli government is EVIL. The poor Palestinians have to suffer

under these Khazarian mafia pukes running Israel. They even had

the Samson Project, where nukes were placed throughout the world,

threatening anyt country that dared to stop their Zionist take over
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Hopefully, President Trump and the US military end all of this evil

once and for all.

 
Those “KM Jews” are pure scum, in my humble opinion.

Last edited 2 days ago by terry jacks

Impossible. Even if Hitler survived and escaped, he couldn’t have

had even one child with Eva Braun, let alone three, because

he was wounded during WW1 and lost a testicle. Men need both

testicles to produce children, Plus the fact that the servants at his

vacation home did his laundry found no evidence he was having sex

with Eva Breaun or anyone else. Hitler was an evil, depraved

archdemon who killed millions of Jews, Poles, dissidents, Roma,

Slavs, homosexuals, Jehovah’s Witnesses and anybody else who

opposed his Third Reich. So no, he did not have kids.

Haavara Agreement, The NAZI’s agreed to let zionist German Jews

essentially buy their way out of Germany. With the revenues the

NAZI’s collected , roads , schools , Homes, developments were built

in Palestine for the zionist German Jews that left Germany under the

Haavara Agreement. NAZI’s allowed these zionist jews to emigrate to

Palestine, these were NOT jews that the NAZI’s did not catch.

God is the One that Chose Israel, so I would be careful how I speak

about Israel…God has BLINDED Israel, in part, to His ways and to

the fact that Jesus is their Promised Messiah…I love Israel and Yes,

She has many faults, as do all of the Nations of the world. However, if

you dislike Israel that much you might want to give up all of your

electronics and medical care…

Exactly right. Whatever you think of Israel, God has chosen them as

his people and his covenant with them still stands. He said he would

bless any nation that stands with Israel. I would be afraid to spew all

this hatred at God’s chosen people no matter what has happened in

their lives. There are individuals who are not good people…..they will

be punished by God.
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You all do know up to the point Abraham none of God’s people were

Jewish right???? Read your 66 bookBible. .

Exactly, I fear God enough to trust that there will be a sifting in the

end times were He will seperate the true believers, whether Israeli or

gentiles, from the chaff aka non believers, he will do that bc he can,

he is capable, but we should just be careful not to judge lest we be

judged.

All the shit kikes have made in the world – especially scientists in the

US and Israel – have been nothing short of miraculous! Kikes are

creative!

There are a shit-ton more chinks than kikes in the world, yet the

chinks haven’t invented squat since the dynasties. The japs have built

far more inventions than the chinks, and there are far fewer japs than

chinks.

And there is also a huge population of spics – now more native

Spanish speakers in the world than English speakers. What have they

given to the world besides dog fights, cock fights, gang fights,

violence, and gross, fattening food while they breed like cockroaches?

Fucking Epsilons indeed!

My Popsicle truck is a “she,” too. So are most boats. The English

language does have gender after all!

It is NOT Israel nor the actual Jews we are speaking of, it is the

people that God named “the Synagogue of Satan”, the ones who call

themselves jews, but are NOT Jews. They are what we know as the

Khazarian Mafia, and they worship the EVIL one and sacrifice babies

and children to it. They live among the Jews and have for a number

of millennium, and they are the ones who created the “antisemite” as

an insult term, they are NOT Semites, and they have killed off a huge

proportion of the real Semitic Jews over those millennium, making

themselves the majority. They are the ones who have enslaved the

world under our noses, they are the WEF, the UN, NATO, the cabal,
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the central bankers, the ones who imposed usury on the world, and

they are also the ones behind the child sex trafficking rings, ALL of

them! And finally they are the ones who’ve been plaguing mankind

with disease, so we would be easier to control.

So it’s only the Jews who create diseases, run paedophile rings,

enslave the world under our big noses, and are the WEF, UN, NATO,

and the cabal, central bankers.

Got it.

Yeah, we have a paedophilic, incestmongering bribe-talking,

Chinese-co[pulating. Rothschild posterior-kissing, Iran-buddying

traitor over here, and the poor guys and gays in Ukraine have a drag-

queen,, abortion-loving, NWO-loving, Azov/Banderite/NN

Commander in Chief LGBTQ poster-boy over there.

 
And nobody who is so busy hating on Putin and Russia is taking the

time to research and wonder why has Ukraine been under such

violence and wartime attacks on its own people — not the Russians,

their own freaking people — before Putin’s special operation came in

to denazify the place, take out the deep-

state/NATO/FBI/CIA/EU/MI5/globalist biolabs making deadly

plagues — which Hillary’s assistant secretary of state Victoria Nuland

knew about and communicated with Georffrey Pyatt about and

plotted Ukrainian regime change with, and who also admitted the

existence of — and taking out paedopophilia networks getting pad for

trafficking children for sex with deep state traitors and also where

Joe and Hunter’s properties are located.

 
Now we know that both father and son Bidens are sexual offenders in

the worst way, not excluding incestuous behaviour on their own

family members.

 
If President Trump and President Putin continue to take strong

action to stop the paedophiles and child sex traffickers and save even

one kid, I have no beef with either of them. I will argue other points

on them but not on this regarding saving the kids. WE ARE ALL

FIGHTING THIS WAR, PHYSICALLY, MILITARILY AND
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SPIRITUALLY, FOR OUR SONS AND DAUGHTERS AND LOCKING

UP THE BAD GUYS AND THEIR CO-CONSPIRATORS.

 
But they say, “hate Trump,” “F*ck Putin” “hate Russia” and “hate the

mean tweets”, right? No gas, no food, no jobs w/o jabs,, no baby

formula, no medical/dental care w/o jabs, no oil, no money for

people here who desperately need it because over

$60,000,000,000.00+ plus OUR TAXPAYER FUNDED weapons are

being sent to Z-boy and his thugs on standing order while bypassing

Congress, but he tweets nice, right? MAKES ME ANGRY SICK!!

That is not true. Israel was created because of G-D. Not because of

Hitler or the Khazarian Mafia ie Balchovics fake JINO’s. Read your

Bible. It tells you starting in Genesis I believe chapter 10 who gets

what lands and borders and then towards the end of Genesis HE

speaks about Abraham and again who gets what Borders and lands.

Quit blaming the real Jews for everything. BTW Ukraine was made a

safe haven for the Nazi’s and the Deep State. Why not talk about

that?

Abraham was not considered jewish….not once does it mention

Abraham being Jewish nor Noah or Adam Judaism comes in later

He was not, but, God promised to make Him a nation, and that’s

where Hebrews come from, The children of Abraham Isaac and

Jacob are the nation of Israel.

And that is what Biden had been doing with over

$60,000,000,000,000.00+ of our taxpayer dollars because he is

conjugally kissing Zelensky’s and Xi’s and Natty Rothschild’s

posteriors, because he is compromised. if he refuses or stops doing

so, it’s game over for him. Hunter has interests in Ukraine, too; so he

cannot oppose them, either.

America needs a Bidenectomy before this Stage IV Cancer destroys

us all. I fear it’s too late.
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Perhaps Spike is actually a Russkie! In Russian, the translation for

“Orthodox Jew” is “Real Jew” (настоящий еврей).

Hola, spike.

God did play land developer, assessor, and real estate agent for the

kikes early on. You don’t have to abbreviate God’s name. We speak

English here, not Mexican.

Like you, I don’t see a difference between the “good” kikes and those

“Khazarian Mafia” kikes. Kikes are kikes. Even those who go to

Jewish churches staffed by lezbo “rabbis” in the Reform Judaism

Movement. Ever see a chink bot-mitzvah? Or go to a fag synagogue?

They exist in San FagSicko!

If you (White Hats ) cannot arrest them, then KILL THEM, Yes,

EXECUTE THEM, wherever they are , wherever they hide,

EXECUTE THEM ON SITE. You have weaponized satellites , high

altitude weaponized drones as well as other means, so EXECUTE

these degenerate TRAITORS. As long as these degenerate lowlife no-

good cock-suckers exist and roam the planet Earth, they pose an

enormous THREAT to the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, the

REPUBLIC and the AMERICAN PEOPLE as well as ALL of planet

EARTH’S HUMANITY AND OTHER LIFE FORMS AND

CREATURES and FUCK their lawyers and attorneys they are

CRIMINAL DEGENERATE LOWLIFES and CONSPIRATORS ,

EXECUTE THEM AS WELL , THEY GET THE SAME TREATMENT.

FUCK’EM

All of us will vote in the midterms – Democrat, multiple times – even

if we don’t vote personally.

But using your methods of termination is too quick and they don’t

get to realize the huge fuckup that they have made with all of the

sheeple’s lives, that they have effected, that they have put upon the

99%.! It’s more mannerly to put the fear of being hunted down, dead

or alive for a 3 page treason rap sheet that will scare the holey-moley
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bejabbers out of them, plus make them totally scared shitless, that

they are being hunted down and that fear alone will drive them to

maximum paranoia, plus soiled underlings, unheard of high blood

pressure levels and then after they are subdued and taken as one way

guests of Guantanamo Bay and placed in a 6′ x 9′ concrete block

suite, they will have to sweat it out for the big judgement day, by high

ranking military jurists. I believe it would be a much fitting exercise.

This method of having the garbage of humanity meet their destiny

would let these psycho’s see all the crimes they’ve committed and

destroyed lives for their own ego and greed……………oh the shame,

but instead of hanging,…stoning would be a more slow death trip.

Have the public stoning with a carnival flair and local quarries

offering their best throwing stones in

Believe me hell is a long time for them to realize what a faux pax

their existence has been

I am ALL about VANQUISHING,…ENTIRELY , ALL these fucking

TREASONOUS CRIMINAL DEGENERATE LOWLIFES ,ASAP. It is

not about making a point or attempting to extract contrition from

these fucks, EXECUTE THEM, RIGHT FUCKING NOW, As per US

Military Tribunal, or on the BATTLE FIELD, they have to be

ERADICATED ASAP, no more fucking around, END IT!

FUCK YEAH.

But Biden wants to fine AZ for putting up containers along the

border.

Stoning and hanging and shooting are too good for these depraved

devils. Draw it out with drawing and quartering after boiling them in

oil; prior to that, scourging them 400 times like they did Morgan

Freeman’s character in Unforgiven and them adding the rubbing

alcohol at 91%, prior to which they should be dunked in motor oil

and thrown into an open pit of cobras with the side grease up so they

cannot escape the cobras.
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They or we will be arrested. Inflation isn’t 8.9%. It’s at least 30%

since that gun-grabbing mother fucker became Resident of the US.

I have run out of cuss words and derogatory expressions in three

languages to adequately describe Zhou Buyden. “Gun-grabbing MF”

Is it great combination, though.

God Almighty will be their judge, eventually, if they escape earthly

capture. But I would be very happy If the WHs capture him and

subject him to go endure some earthly justice first.

Arrested to bring them back to justice or killed on sight.

 
Their end for what they’ve done is the same: DEATH.

They can run, but they can’t hide. The White Hats will hunt them

down, one by one!

He defecated on our country.

All kinds of bullshit coming out from all directions.

Charlie Ward said Martial Law will be declared in 86 countries

within the next three weeks.

Some say the election will be postponed at the last minute.

The Q people say we’re due for ten days of darkness.

I hear lots of hopeful shit, but no solid evidence either way – except

that the communists stole Brazil yesterday.

Actually today I was praising MB BAX1 for his recent hard work.

Someone has to do THIS-

BAX1~AOK

I’m an RRN Hopium addict. Being banned from commenting on

RRN would be a methadone clinic.
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Relax and do it baby it’s time to get to it relax and do it when you

gonna come

Ace, I suspect, though I’m sure he knows he’s hunted.

It’s my belief Biden and Harris aren’t in the deck, cause they’re

putppets, nothing more.

EARL

that’s the name I couldn’t remember?

Come out come out wherever you are you fucking slob. Laugh out

loud.

OWD

No, not smart enough. Did you witness his performance at the first

debate with Romney? His is the mind of a brain-damaged druggie. I

know 12-year olds who responded to the questions faster. Even

Moochelle, sitting in the front row, looked frightened.

 
Obama was never qualified to be President in the first place. He had

no experience in the private sector, was a one-term Senator who

decided after only 143 days (less than 5 months!) that he was

qualified to run for the presidency, and had no foreign policy

experience. The marxist has never held a job a day in his life – at

anything. Small wonder he flopped in the White House. He took

orders and was bent on the destruction of the country.

 
The highest tenured faculty member at Chicago Law did not have

many nice things to say about “Barry.” Obama applied for a position

as an adjunct and wasn’t even considered. A few weeks later the law

school got a phone call from the Board of Trustees telling them to

find him an office, put him on the payroll, and give him a class to

teach. The Board told him he didn’t have to be a member of the

faculty, but they needed to give him a temporary position. He was

never a professor and was hardly an adjunct.

 
The other professors hated him because he was lazy, unqualified,
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never attended any of the faculty meetings, and it was clear the

position was nothing more than a political stepping stool. According

to a professor, he had the lowest intellectual capacity in the building.

He also doubted whether he was legitimately an editor on the

Harvard Law Review, because if he was, he would be the first and

only editor of an Ivy League law review to never be published while

in school (publication is or was a requirement).

Frank Marshall Davis is BO’s bio-dad with that commie freak Stanley

Dunham as mom. Read up on FMD and see what a far lefty

communist activist writer he was in the 1950’s and 60’s. Had that evil

Ahab spirit in him that was passed on to BO. Similar situation with

Justin Trudeau, whose bio-dad was Fidel Castro. Same evil Ahab

spirit. Check both of these communists out and compare pictures of

them to pictures of their offspring at a similar age, and there is

absolutely no question that they are both father and son.

And just like the scriptures–Ahab was the KING, but Hilary Clinton

was the Jezebel who RAN EVERYTHING!

“Do you see anything odd here? Think about it, Fuddy, Obama’s

mother Dunham, Subud, Hawaii, Chicago, Indonesia, no birth

certificate, Soebarkah on the passport, a dead Hawaii department of

health director, the one who conveniently certified Obama’s forged

and fabricated long form birth certificate, are all of these simply odd

coincidences?”

h t t p s colon //epochtimes-romania dot com/news/cine-este-

barack-obama-noi-descoperiri-socante-despre-originile-

presedintelui-american—211227

Hitler and Eva Braun had three children that we know of. Angela

Merkel, Theresa May, and Ann Dunham. Ann Dunham is Obama’s

mother, meaning that Obama is Hitler’s Grandson. The plot thickens.
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Hitler lost a testicle in WW1. the servants saw no epithelial evidence

when they did Adolf’s and Eva’s laundry at the Berghof. No sex, no

proof they had kids.

Beg your pardon! Obama claimed that he was a Community

Organizer with ACORN. Their sole function is the organize sit-ins,

protests, marches and riots! Other than that, I agree with you.

“His is the mind of a brain-damaged druggie” ..you have described

the vast majority of the democrat party…and RRN trolls.

He was a DS plant to get the blind-sheep black vote – AND IT

WORKED BIG TIME!! 

 
Saw on a Telegram page Barry’s student ID clearly read on the

bottom: ‘Exchange Student’. Another telegram page (@JFKRed_Q)

had pictures of his lineage; his mother is a product of Hitler and an

Argentine housekeeper’s fling – which makes Obama Hitler’s

grandson. And Angela (Hitler) Merkel is Hitler’s daughter, which

makes her Obama’s aunt. Put that together will ya! We’ve had at least

2 Nazis as supposed presidents; HW being the first.

Yes. How long was this known? Who knew it? When did they know

it? What was done about it?

Here in Canada we have Castro’s son for Prime Minister and George

Sorros’s neice for Deputy Prime Minister. The twitchy witchy Kristia

Freeland

“I know 12-year olds who responded to the questions faster.”

That always pissed me off about him and his dancing around the

questions.

These guys are as close as Canada? I’m surprised some haven’t run to

their NZ bunkers already.

FUCK , they are most likely in Israel, hanging out at a PEDOPHILE

Bar with Epstein, or some other heeb hang-out where they can

sexually abuse and murder children and swill adrenochrome and
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nosh on bagels.

Castro Junior lets them all hunker down here…In Canada…and today

the Turd announced that 500,000 more immigrants (potential

voters) will be coming in yearly. Starting now. That is how he hopes

to retain power. It will work if nothing is done. Called Elections

Canada and they said Dominion voting machines up and running at

every level, Municipal, Provincial and Federal…. for every election

here…What to do???? Hmmmmmm. What to do…..

Mr.Baxter….Blinken and Merrick Garland (Garfinkel) they are both

“jewish” they can anytime “escape” for sanctuary in the state of

Israel…and military can not do much about it….

Last edited 2 days ago by sejmon

Exactly. Golda Meir’s government was determined to bring the

assassins of Black September to justice after they killed 11 Israeli

Athletes at the 1972 Olympiad in Much, Germany. That right there

ruined any chances of Germany becoming friends with Israel after

the Holocaust. Ehud Barak, former prime minister of Israeli and

former Epstein child sex client was one of them, and he was married

to a normal adult woman at the time of his assignments.

Not citizens of Israel and the military is going to do whatever it feels

like regarding apprehending these criminals. Who is going to stop

them?

I’ve heard from other sources that Obama and “Mike” were already

dealt with and executed at Gitmo.

Yes, I remember that as well. RRN had the entire story in detail.

Didn’t Big Mike and his husband, O’Barry both receive two bullets to

the back of the head?

Don’t fall for Biden’s dementia schtick or Harris’ ignorant slut

routine. Biden’s perceived dementia generates sympathy while

Harris’ ignorance gins up hatred for her.
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An anon who regularly posts claims that Biden (and Harris) were

installed by the White Hats to help root out the traitors, to “Judas-

Goat all of the DS plants in the US government and agencies (!).

Just like they hunted and captured Cheney when he got the one up

on the DF and escaped through his tunnel. They caught him

eventually – and so will the ones who think they can hide.

Not to hard to hunt, Obama will be in PA on Saturday for a rally.

 
I’m sure they will say something like, it was his double or clone, long

lost twin brother, man in a mask or the new one “we don’t want an

incident”.

 
He will also be in AZ the day for a rally for Katy Hobbs, sounds like I

should go back in the military. I don’t seem to have any problem

finding the bad guys and I don’t need high tech and 2-3 years to do it.

Blinkin was just in front of congress a month or so ago, Oh right they

don’t want to start an incident. That one line explains all the No

action, get nothing done reasons we’ve been seeing for the last 2+

years.

It almost seems like they are waiting for the bad guys to make a

super strain of the virus and kill off a bunch of the population before

they come to their rescue. They are only doing it then to save their

own skin.

 
I just read somewhere that Britain has now made a super strain of

the virus as well.

 
They had no problem going to war with Russia with our money and

weapons, get ready for the real pandemic.

That leaves Nancy or Michael, I men Michelle as the ace? Hmm…

Last edited 2 days ago by Julio Antonio Laguna

Theresa Barnwell is a well-known HRC lookalike; however, I don’t

think she’s been involved in playing her body double. It’s somebody

else.
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Obama is a nappy faggot that needs to hit the guillotine or hang out

on the gallows somewhere in Cubaafter that he’s just traitor dust…I

personally would love to watch hogs eat him alive but a few people

here will bag on me saying thats not in the execution rule book

Feeding Barry to Hogs is Animal abuse. As well as many folks eat

pork, having great BBQ. If you want to feed Barry to anything, feed

Barry to the satanist jews. Let them choke on Barry, no doubt he

choked on them at their black masses and murder sacrifice rituals

the cum guzzler that he was or is, or whatever.

It’s not the rule book. We both, not just you need to be exceptionally

careful what we wish for? Sometimes those wishes backfire on us

leaving us destitute and broken.

Imagine if I wished all democrats dead and woke up tomorrow

realizing my kid and my ex were both gone but the rest of the worst

Democrats were EVERYWHERE?

You are one day going to regret being against humanity. I know what

and how your Mom described you, look past that..

Our day is coming. Let God do his Job and help all the people you

can.

End of Transmission

 
Over and OUT !!!

Last edited 2 days ago by Oliver Wendell Douglass

I don’t wish all democrats dead…I love them,I just wish they would

see whats going on…I wish the evil cabal members dead remember?

 
But thanks for watching out for me OWD

They will never see what is presented rite in front of OUR FACES. It’s

a different dimension for Democrats. If you could get them to walk

through a wormhole perhaps they would understand where the fuck

are you going to find a wormhole to shove the Democrats through?
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so true we all have Democrat relatives we wish would wake up.

Humble pie for me

That long eared galloot, All of the sudden he’s making desperate

appearances, did you guys see where he tried to give a speech and

everyone was yelling f Joe Biden.

He is the Joker

 
He thought rallying for Biden would suddenly turn their shit show

into the Grammys. He found out that he is not relevant to the

American citizen. He is a loser who is marked for the death penalty

1776 The Briitish sympathisans fled to Canada

 
2022 Communists flee to Canada

Nothing has changed

I’m born on the wrong side of America !

 
..maybe not as Have been adopted and I do not know my true

origin… yet

 
But one thing is for sure… I do NOT belong in Canada !

 
Time will come I’ll switch on the right side of America.

 
You can count on it !

You will have to enter through the back door on the Southern Border

of the US, ALL the back – door action takes place at the Southern

Border of the US. This is where America is taking it in the back -door,

NO lubricant needed , just say Pedo Joe sent you, it ‘s worked for

over 5 MILLION INSURGENTS so far. You might just meet DHS

Sec. Mayorkas there when you enter , say hello and he will give you a

righteous reach-around, but don’t expect a kiss, he will be wearing a

mask.

No thanks !

 
I will walk by the front door with a Green card in hand or I’ll stay for

6 months a year as my Passport would allow me.
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I’m not and I do not support any illegal

They should be all deported and then told to use the front door with

proper request and proper channel.

There is no way to do that properly before 2025 anyway as the

current system is corrupt.

I’m coming in the US to help & be productive, not to be another dead

weight !

All pedos will be then DEAD of in-line waiting for their turn to be

hang…

If this was true, why not cut off the head of snake? The military could

easily arrest Biden and his VP anytime they want. They fly on planes

run by the Air Force. They get on the plane to go somewhere, the

doors are sealed, and the plane flies off to GITMO for their trials.

This would not be difficult. Since we are never given any proof of

these stories being true. Don’t hold your breath waiting for it to

happen. The military is just as corrupt as the rest of the government.

Um Dave If I were you I might want to avoid trashing the men and

women who proudly serve our country. Unless your hoping for

something read bad to end up happening to you.

If this was true, why not cut off the head of snake?

 
[That would be the easy way out, theres more of them than we

originally thought and being that they have “more” resources that

originally thought, that makes it difficult to go up the pyramid.]

They fly on planes run by the Air Force.

 
[Traveling is what they do, nonetheless eye’s are upon them.]

They get on the plane to go somewhere, the doors are sealed, and the

plane flies off to GITMO for their trials. This would not be difficult.

 
[Great idea, then again all their protection are Deep State, so a battle

will obviously take place and or an assassination of a Patriot could

happen if the person or persons were to be caught mid-air]
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Since we are never given any proof of these stories being true. Don’t

hold your breath waiting for it to happen.

 
[Theres always “hope” and hope & prayer always go’s hand in hand.]

The military is just as corrupt as the rest of the government.

 
[Yes, they’re divided, as were solders during the Civil war (they all

thought they were doing the right thing and on the right side, but

only after Lincoln signed the “Insurrection Act”), which is why were

waiting for “everybody” to stop and take notice of what these Clowns

of evil are up to but, I fear it may be too late for some because they’re

too ignorant so, I’ll remain an optimist that they’ll figure it out but

something will have to force them to think for themselves and

whatever it may be, will make that determination eventually – when,

I have no clue, but it will be a powerful ending to the Cabal and all its

going to take is one time.]

Keep the faith & pray!

 
Its to “only” way.

Keeping the faith, praying without ceasing and, with patient

endurance, all things are attainable. Blessings,

I don’t think it is time yet for a public disclosure that the real Biden is

dead. I suspect Harris has been under White Hat control for a while

now. Keep in mind, we are watching a movie. Trust the plan (and

Berger).

Arthur Roberts, the actor, is doing a decent job impersonating a US

President. I also believe that Joe is long dead.

so in your opinion lying is always the best option? you almost gotta

be triple vaxxed and boosted

Biden has already been taken & dealt with. Remember PDJT saying

repeatedly that Biden was shot, that he wasn’t the same, etc. As Q has

stated, “Learn our comms.”
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How many of the fakers masks have to fall off for people to realize

that they are fakes? Especially JOE BIDEN!

Do you remember seeing him when he was still a Senator? Look at

his older pics. Not the same guy.

It’s all in the earlobes! Real Joe’s earlobes are not attached to his

neck. His doppelganger’s (Arthur Roberts) earlobes are attached to

his neck. So obvious.

Maybe the “shot” that Trump was referring to was an induced coma?

There are stories floating around that Biden had some sort of an

attack which required hospitalization and he was put into an induced

coma. However, I still don’t think the clown(s) running around

looking like Biden is actually him because there are differences in

appearance.

I heard he had a stroke shortly before Election Day. Was brought to

Walter Reed and died there. His granddaughter said he died- Oopsy

 
No one thought he was actually hanging out in the basement did

they?

If you think it’s so easy YOU do it….ugh. Just keep believing MSM…

they always give proof.

We better hope they are loyal to the Constitution. It is not what is

SAID though, it is what is DONE. We’ll see

You can’t think of or refer to the military as some kind of monolithic

organization, as if they were all of the same mindset. The military

that flies Biden and Harris around are not part of the White Hats.

The military is divided, just like virtually everything else.

Real bi den is gone along with most of the other mentioned

criminals.They are all actors in masks.
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When the White Hats and TRUSTED US Military takes-down the

Executive Branch, they will be taking down the US CONGRESS as

well. THEY ARE ALL CRIMINALS , TRAITORS , DEGENERATE ,

LOWLIFES and DEAD MEN WALKING. When the WHIP , finally

comes down, they ALL will feel the sting, EVERY FUCKING ONE OF

THEM.

Biden and Harris are actors, reading from a script. They will turn

themselves in when ordered to, after their roles are no longer

needed. Can’t you tell from how totally ridiculous the script is,

educating, waking up the American people? The Biden Regime with

actress Mafiosi Pelosi is the new Three Stooges comedy team. The

real people replaced by the actors are probably executed for treason

or in a cell waiting to be executed.

The Real Joe and the real Jill Biden were incarcerated and placed in

maximum security @ Gitmo over two years ago, if I remember

correctly. RRN ran pics of Jill crying and being taken into custody.

Any plane that Biden has flown on, did NOT reflect the required call

sign-AF1

 
The planes that Biden flies on have the call sign-N/A

 
Fact.

 
Another thing you may not realize- on “inauguration day” Biden had

to charter a plane, Military did not provide it as they have done with

every president prior. They also did not allow the band to play the

song they play for the commander in chief

They can run and hide, but eventually we’ll catch them and justice

will be served!

 
We The People will get our freedom of independence back again –

one way or another.

“The same source said the military had futilely searched for Biden

handler and Secretary of State Antony Blinken, who, despite

appearances to the contrary, controls the Deep State Department
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from a safe haven somewhere in Eastern Europe. “

GO GET THEM, WHITE HATS!!

Fantastic work Michael! Please continue, thank you!

If that is the case, there sould be NO problem in intercepting

communications between Blinken and the parties he is

communicating with, they will nail him. Then they will have to take

him down or take him out, either way they have to move on this

TRAITOR ASSHOLE. If they let the lawyers in on the info and plan,

Blinken will slither away, no doubt about that.

Problem is that just the mere mention of their names is enough

warning to them that they’re being searched for so then they just very

quietly up and leave. The slightest hint and they’re gone.

Or, just knowing that they are guilty will make them paranoid

enough to run for cover. They are made of chicken dookey.

All this while the Marxist/Statist’s exact maximum and probably

irreparable damage to our national sovereignty,foundations,and legal

USA citizenry through their multiple tentacles of

power/leverage.What kind of nitwit defensive battle plan allows the

whole to be “irradiated” with the destruction Marxist/Statist dem

rule brings before they retake “the conn” of our USA vessel?

Because the Communist regime actually has people believing that

they are on the right side.

Of course. And you can bet they are bribing people with OUR cash

not theirs. Either way it’s all ours. I can’t wait until thse f**kers get

theirs. Total scum. Oh well, either way they still need money to live

so there is a footprint somewhere.

Hope and pray the canary in our custody put tracer marks on those

currencies the DS minions are using. Either that, listed the serial

numbers of the credit cards. JAG might have to question the canary.
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Lord help us. Blessings,

Anybody want to guess who the King of Spades is? Any day now

should be real news the media can no longer lie about. Lula “won” in

Brazil and already military is in Rio. Let’s get on with the show, these

people have done enough damage to humanity.

One of the Rothschilds, if any of them have survived the destruction

of their deep-down DUMB fortresses. Most of the Globalist illuminati

13-bloodline families apparently have not survived this 5-year war

against them.

Get Trump back in, and these ones evading capture broadcast cast

them worldwide as fugitives from justice to be apprehended on site!

My fear is that most of these monsters have come to Canada because

the turd, who is also corrupt and a traitor, has allowed them in much

to our regret. I wish the White Hats would have moved in on them

sooner and arrested these scumbags before they left the US.

AMG suggests he in under house arrest by no other than the white

hat partition of the military. Recall he posted on the media approx.

six months ago that he contacted Covid and is self quarantining

which is a DS code for he is under house arrest. Lord help us.

Blessings,

In the meantime and while the iron’s hot, what’s stopping the

“actual” powers that be from immediate implementation of various

permanent, strategic U-turns at our southern border aided by

warning shots, as well as Guatemala’s offer to retrieve “their own” via

our planes, while the balance of the Wall is summarily completed —

just a rhetorical question …

If they isolate and identify Blinken, Garland and whom ever else with

Trudeau, the White Hats can launch an MOAB and KILL ALL OF

THEM. That’s a great DEAL for Americans and Canadians.
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They can run but they can’t hide as the white portion/special forces

of the military has divine guidance. Therefore, the chase/hunt is on.

Lord help us. Blessings,

Go get their wives and children ship them off the GITMO…. see if

they prefer take a cyanide pill or surrender to save their own families.

All methods are fair. Use their playbook

Last edited 2 days ago by Lucky Star

There is a contest for those interested in creating and making the

coolest KILL DECK of DEEP STATE ASSHOLES. Not sure about the

Prize pool other than one of the WINNERS gets to be anointed the

NUMBER ONE ACCOUNT at Twitter, bestowed on the winner by

Mr. Musk himself. Some other cool shit comes with the

bestowing.One Prize to the lucky winner, they get to give a royal

FISTING to Jack Dorsey, although word has it that prized will be

awarded to The ” T Man ” himself, at a future MAGA affair sometime

in Florida, Gov. DeSantis will be Master of Ceremonies. They are

supposed to VAXX Jack’s ASS too, before the FISTING, THIS

SHOULD BE REAL FUN, so don’t forget to get creative , make a

deck, and enter yours today!

Oh great…..we all knew Garland was a traitor and thief. He is a liar

like all of them. Blinken is just like him. I am so happy to hear the

WH are going after these monsters. It is time to clean up the main

leaders of the pack. I really want to see Biden and all his

dopplegangers hanging side by side. Let’s play a game of “guess that

Biden”!! They do have a lot of new masks to make to keep their

charade and illusion going that most of these monsters have already

been hung. It is so funny to see the mess they have made of the

hammering of Paul Pelosi. Not one word of their story even sounds

like the truth. Nanny Pelosi needs to be caught and taken straight to

GITMO. Maybe she can have a visit with her husband while she is

there. I really want someone to tell Biden before he is executed that
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he was never president and he did not get 81M legal votes. There is

so much I really want to hear about that I need a long list. God thank

you for the White Hats and our wonderful President….Donald J.

Trump. I give you all the credit for bringing these demons into the

light. Now let us pour salt on them all.

Last edited 2 days ago by Glenda

The “white hats” better up their game real f’n soon….once the worlds

elite….now they’re just major league wannabe’s.

I can only pray at this point that this all finally comes to an end. So

many of these shit eaters need to hang, though executing them seems

so mild to their copious crimes. This would also be in line with that

woman who turned herself in (must still have some kind of conscious

in her).

Last edited 2 days ago by Nobodi

No deals for this woman that turned herself in She has a choice of

execution

 
5 bullets to the face

 
25 bullets to the face

 
9000 bullets to the head

 
you hang and you get shot 15000 times in the chest…

 
Or last but not least..,

 
you are thrown into a chipper shredder And she has one minute to

choose and then we will make the decision for her She can even wear

a Barack Obama for president T-shirt and hat before she goes in to

the chipper shredder screaming for Barack Obama to save her

The white hats should freeze all of the perps’s financial outlets. They

are using the tax payers money for treasonous acts, it has to stop

NOW!
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they can run but they cannot hide

It’s just a matter of time

 
They are guilty of treason.

 
That’s why they’re hiding

 
they know they’ll get caught….!.

If Blinken is in Ukraine, President Putin will find him and give him a

clean shave; the bio labs scientists style

If we have white hats in Ukraine we could disguise one soldier as a

limo driver pick blinkin up and drive and drop him off in front of a

blown up building, lock the doors And Weld them shut as he starts

screaming for Barack Obama to save him

 
Set off the device once you are a safe distance away and blow him to

fuck Make sure there are 25000 pieces of his body strewn across the

area… Just write-up the report well I came out to the car and it blew

up Maybe it was those nefarious members of Al-Qaeda wearing

Barack Obama T shirts….

Again this ties in with someone’s recent “intel” that there is currently

6000+ military in D.C. right now. He said “way more than 6000.

Stay tuned”

Sarah, so happy to hear that-do you know where we can find mire

info onthat? Thanks

Crazy how blinken and garland actually look like rats!

It is easy to locate them inasmuch as they can’t go for too long

without sucking on trudeau’s twat. Trudaeu gets wet thinking about

dropping a shit on Garland’s rat visage!

garland and blinken are impotent. DS is weak, can’t even keep their

fucking Georgia Shitstones erect!

We the People are under no obligation to follow any of their bullshit.

fuck em and their jew handlers!
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Some call these TREASONOUS , DEGENERATE LOWLIFES, rats,

other call them dogs, and this is just denigrating these little animals,

and is not right, Call these TREASONOUS, DEGENERATE ,

LOWLIFE, satanists zionist inbred jews PARASITES. Because this is

exactly what they are PARASITES.

Lots of criminal shit goes on in Croatia, loads of FRAUDS of various

types , money laundering, Human/child sex-slave and body -part

trafficking , weapons trafficking, Drug trafficking, etc. ,etc..

They are in full panic mode. Every day they are getting sloppier and

sloppier. Yes, they can run… but I’m sure we will find the

breadcrumbs along the way.

Fecal matter , cum stains all kind of heinous debris and lots of

misery, despair , death ………

Be our guest … we don’t fear an international ‘situation’. Help

yourself to a gaggle of ours while you’re here!

Military waiting on a Dick Cheney senerio.

How do you apprehended those treasonous POS? Easy, post a BOLO

[be on look out], and place a serious bounty on them. True

Mercenaries will come out of wood work, Cha-ching.

Enough of that cat & mouse crap, place wanted photos in post office

offering serious reward. Dead or Alive works even better.

Exactly… bribe the ones that were bribed to hide them. They make a

double bounty in the process! Bring a gun to a gun fight, not a knife!

I believe many State Department criminals hide in the Netherlands.

Their “IT companies” and similar (together with the different kind of

the French Ministries) go after my LinkedIn page often to check my

employer. (#Srebrenica UN Genocide Junkies.)
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Also, highly unlikely Serbia rather Croatia is their safe heaven.

Blinken is brainless. He is run by some “Intelligence Community”

Swamp Dude for sure. As moron Joe.

Dear Mr. Baxter, Regarding Blinken not being in-country since June

of ’22, this from the Goshen, Indiana Times September 19, 2022:

Blinken and Sec. Raimondo of the US Commerce Dept. toured

Purdue in company with Purdue President and former Indiana

Governor (and quasi-normal guy) Mitch Daniels (in company with

feckless Ind. Gov. Holcolmb and sickening traitor Sen. Todd Young).

This also included photos with Mitch Daniels (of course with

Photoshop, this means little). If I was Gen. Berger, I’d shake down

the reporter (Brian A. Howey, who they say has a presence on F/B

and is the proprietor of his own political-website). Taking over the

world’s television screens to display wanted posters might annoy the

common man enough to generate leads and, in tandem, would give

patriots a morale boost. And BTW, how come you let me back on

your website? Anyway, your stories continue to depress my liquor bill

and for that my liver thanks you. wwg1wga

I too am disgusted with that bunch Braun is also a traitor as is many

state representative like Rita Fleming. They all suck on the cv19 sows

tit enriching themselves. One emolument violation after another.

As for locating and getting the word out to the masses, the White

Hats should break into live streaming of sports betting and on line

gambling and sports betting intermittently. this will bring HITS on

locations , whereabouts and actionable intel, right-quick.

The way you solve this… destroy the media so they cannot broadcast

CGI meetings. That way, public sees them no more and they have no

power over people that sit in front of a stupid box all day! Perception

folks! I was under the perception that space force could cut off all

media broadcasting?! Guess not?!
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I am bewildered by the fact that 100% of the MSM hasn’t been taken

over by the White hats. For crying out loud at the very least start

educating people with the truth on the poison shots they are still

getting. Dear God I just don’t get it! A lot of the ass hats in our

population wouldn’t be missed. However the old, ignorant and just

plain scared should be told. I have no problem with the communists

lining up for it.

I’ve wondered that too. Then I think, with Fake News I’ve had to

learn to check and check and use my spidey senses full throttle. That

is Good Training. Without Fake News, I could grow laazy.

If we all had the truth it would be a better world. With the truth

people know what to do. Without the truth they don’t. Mainstream

news is as evil as it gets as it is the absolute main tool of the darkside.

Nothing is fixed because nothing is known.

Here is a thought… Why in the “F” are we worried about causing an

international incident? Isn’t Canada KNOWINGLY hiding an

American Demonic Traitor Criminal?! Crimes against Humanity do

NOT or should NOT have borders?!!!!

 
We (Americans) have the best soldiers on the planet. Send Gods

warriors in to take that shit wrapped in skin out once and for all!!!!

 
God Bless ALL patriots on our BEAUTIFUL planet!!!

 
Love from Minnesota

Pošlete armádu do blinkin a Garlandových domovů, jeho

prázdninové domy prostřelí 

 
dům, aby vzali počítače, vzali pevné disky počítače, servery, všechno

dostali ven z domu, vypálili dům, jděte do jeho prázdninového domu,

získejte servery počítače notebooky všechno to spálilo dům najdi

jakýkoli jiný dům patřící Blinkinovi jakýkoli jiný dům patřící Garland

 

 


